




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Beginning Literal Faculty of Tôhoku University:
An International Fact between Japan and Gemany
(Continued)
Toshihiko KIMURA
　This paper is continued from the last one above-mentioned in the “Ronshû”, No.45. 
Teacher E.Herrigel taught philosophy and classics in the beginning faculty of Tôhoku 
Imperial University 1924-1928. These lectures were opened in a year after the beginning 
literal faculty. Herrigel had been a private lecturer at Heidelberg University. Shûej Ohasama 
studied philosophy at Heidelberg 1921-1923, and discussed his German translation of the 
history and teaching-problems (公案) of Zen Buddhism with Herrigel. So Ohasama seemed 
to introduce Herrigel to the authority as a foreign teacher of philosophy at Tôhoku Imperial 
University, Sendai. Ohasama’s text is titled “Zen: Der lebendige Buddhismus in Japan” 1926. 
But D.T.Suzuki’s English Zen books overwhelmed Ohasama’s correct Zen book. 
　Herrigel was a talent teacher as a New-Kantian philosopher and taught classics also for 
Japanese students. One of them, Y.Inatomi, reported the teaching way by Herrigel in the 
acknowledgements in his Japanese translation of the “Zen in der Kunst des Bogen-
schiessens” of Herrigel. At the text Herrigel retrospected that the invitation to teach 
philosophy at Tôhoku Imperial University seemed to be a chance to know Zen. But in Sendai 
he did’nt become familiar with Zen Buddhism but with Japanese bow-shooting art. Western 
people misunderstood that Herrigel reported Zen of Japan. But Herrigel never met with Zen 
Buddhism in Japan 1924-1928, no matter how there was not the chance to visit Zuiganji Zen 
temple near Sendai. He visited Kyôto once and Ikutarô Nishida, a philosophical professor 
being familiar with Zen Buddhism. But he did’nt introduce Zen to Herrigel.
木
村　
俊
彦
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